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Drawing inspiration from modernized
Art Deco interiors, Castor features a
construction of thick glass tubes,
ridged to resemble stacked rings

Inspired by Art Deco design, this
grand chandelier features three tiers
of lustrous cascading alabaster
panels. 

Handcrafted with natural wood beads,
the conical shade of Tallman
demonstrates artisanal finesse.

Finely handwoven from bleached
abaca rope, Yorkhill channels
bohemian style with its macramé-like
design.

Reminiscent of a dangling jewelry
charm, Ares lends an otherworldly
beauty to modern interiors.

Recalling the shape of a bluebell, the
Hela pendant features a three-tiered
bloom crafted from etched clear
glass.

Originally inspired by ‘superflush’
jewelry settings, where a stone is set
into densely cast metalwork, Bezel is
bold and glamorous with a sleek,
decorative design.

Recalling Roman antiquities, the
Lariat family strikes a balance
between clean, straight lines and the
fluidity of swooping jewelry chains.
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COMPANY INFORMATION
As the one-stop shop for the most comprehensive selection of lighting, Hudson Valley Lighting Group (HVLG) seeks to inspire and support its
customer base of interior designers and homeowners through an inviting approach to the interior and exterior light-purchasing process. HVLG
believes great lighting not only elevates a space, but also enriches lives by allowing customers to achieve their ultimate project vision — it’s the
guiding philosophy of its family of brands which include Hudson Valley Lighting, Corbett Lighting, Mitzi and Troy Lighting. Visit hvlgroup.com for
more information and retail locations.
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PRESS RELEASES
Hudson Valley Lighting Group Introduces Stunning New Collections at High Point Market

Noz Nozawa Launches Debut Lighting Collection with Corbett, Inspired by Her Passion for Jewelry Design
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